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Trust, defined as a willingness of one entity (e. g., stakeholders) to be vulnerable to the

discretionary actions of another (e.g., a wildlife management agencies), is a key attribute

of effective environmental management. A lack of clarity about which factors matter

most in developing and sustaining trust creates an impediment to good governance.

Our objective was to derive a set of antecedents of trust from research reported in

peer-reviewed literature in natural resource and environmental science, management

and policy domains. We conducted a meta-analysis of the relationships between

trust and seven antecedents: reputation, communication, shared norms, and values,

cooperation/support, negative past behaviors, satisfaction with/quality of services, and

fairness. We also examined whether relationships between antecedents and trust differ

depending on whether the target of trust is a specific person or the organization as

an entity, as well as whether the relationship with the referent of trust is horizontal

(i.e., between natural resource agencies partnering together) or vertical (i.e., between

stakeholders and agencies). Results provide estimates of relationships between each

antecedent and trust, as well as the relative importance of the antecedents in predicting

trust. We conclude by evaluating the state of the literature on trust and providing

recommendations for future research.

Keywords: organizational trust, stakeholder trust, meta-analysis, reputation, collaboration

INTRODUCTION

A growing need exists for natural resource organizations to enhance relationships with myriad
stakeholders involved in governance of the environment (Decker et al., 2016). Building and
sustaining those relationships is a challenging endeavor (Davenport et al., 2007;Metcalf et al., 2015).
Scholars identify trust as a key mechanism to facilitate cooperation and collaboration within these
types of relationships (Hardin, 1998; Rindfleisch, 2000; Hattori and Lapidus, 2004; Vaske et al.,
2007; Höppner, 2009; Olsen and Shindler, 2010; Henry and Dietz, 2011; Christoffersen, 2013; Perry
et al., 2017).

Trust, broadly defined, is the willingness of a party to be vulnerable to the actions of another
based on expectations that the other has positive intentions and actions toward the trustor
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(Mayer et al., 1995; Rousseau et al., 1998; Malhotra and
Lumineau, 2011; Stern and Coleman, 2015; Riley et al.,
2018). The definition of trust as a psychological state also
allows for institutions to be targets of trust (PytlikZillig and
Kimbrough, 2016). In regards to agency or inter-organizational
collaborations, trust has been described as the “willingness to
rely on an exchange partner in whom one has confidence”
(Ganesan, 1994) and “the degree of confidence partners have in
the reliability and integrity of each other” (Aulakh et al., 1996).
Trust encompasses integrity, dependability, benevolence, and
credibility (Zaheer and Venkatraman, 1995; Zaheer and Harris,
2006).

The primary goal of trust research at the natural resource
agency level is to understand how it develops and is sustained
(Ring and Van de Ven, 1994; Zaheer and Harris, 2006).
However, this aim is hindered by the pronounced lack of
clarity regarding factors for building trust in natural resource
management (Boschetti et al., 2016; Riley et al., 2018). Indeed,
although this topic has received considerable research attention
with many empirical studies and conceptual reviews across
management, marketing, and other fields (Zaheer and Harris,
2006; Seppänen et al., 2007; Lachapelle and McCool, 2012;
Sharp et al., 2013; Agostini and Nosella, 2017), there are still
ambiguities surrounding the factors important for building trust.
We therefore take an interdisciplinary approach to examine
research on antecedents conducted in the natural resources,
management, and marketing literatures together. These areas
employ similar conceptions of trust as a psychological state
defined as the willingness to be vulnerable (Rousseau et al.,
1998; Stern and Coleman, 2015; PytlikZillig and Kimbrough,
2016), often operationalize trust in terms of components such
as ability, benevolence, and integrity (Mayer et al., 1995)
and commonly study similar antecedents. Considering research
across fields allows for a clearer view of the factors relevant for
trust than would be obtained from considering research in the
environmental context alone given the small number of empirical
studies on antecedents. With this approach we seek to address
several issues within the body of research on trust within natural
resource management, and the literature on trust more broadly.

First, because the literature has been largely discipline-specific
(Bachmann and Zaheer, 2008; De Jong et al., 2015), there
has been a proliferation of constructs proposed as antecedents
of trust. This proliferation of labels creates ambiguity in
application to natural resource management and makes the task
of integrating findings across studies to build a cumulative,
coherent field of research more difficult. These studies also
tend to empirically examine one or only a few factors for their
relationship with trust, even though other antecedent factors are
identified as important in qualitative studies. Individual studies
also do not enable a sense of the relative importance of each of
the many possible antecedent factors determining trust.

Second, there are inconsistencies in findings on themagnitude
of the relationship between various antecedents and trust.
For example, findings regarding perceptions of reputation and
competence as a predictor of trust (Seppänen et al., 2007; Agostini
and Nosella, 2017) are mixed. One study suggested that partner
reputation was not related to trust (Nielsen, 2007), whereas

others found that trust and partner reputation were positively
related (Winter et al., 2004; Chu and Fang, 2006; Lui et al., 2006).

Third, important contingencies regarding the relationship
between trust and its antecedents have been proposed, but
not investigated systematically. Although Zhong et al. (2017)
examined relationship duration as a potential moderator between
trust and various predictors, other researchers propose at least
two additional important contingencies that may play a role
in understanding the antecedent to trust relationships. First,
Rousseau et al. (1998), Parkins and Mitchell (2005), and Fulmer
and Gelfand (2012) noted the importance of examining referents
of trust across levels of analyses. Trust can be measured at
the interpersonal level (where a particular person within the
partner organization is the target of trust perceptions) and at
the organizational level (where the organization as a whole is
the target of trust perceptions). Second, Borys and Jemison
(1989) suggested the type of relationship, namely horizontal
(i.e., partnerships between agencies; Baral, 2012, or between
agencies and stakeholder organizations; Parkins, 2010; Levesque
et al., 2017, for resource management) and vertical (relationships
with less reciprocal interdependence, i.e., between non-organized
community members and resource management agencies; Olsen
and Shindler, 2010; Smith et al., 2013), may alter the magnitude
of the relationship between trust and its correlates.

Our goals in this paper therefore are three-fold. First, we
categorized antecedents of trust, and integrated empirical and
conceptual studies across disciplines. In doing so, our aim was
to create meaningful and parsimonious categories to enable
more succinct examination of linkages between antecedents and
trust. Second, we conducted a comprehensive, quantitative meta-
analytic approach to examine relationships between antecedents
and trust across research studies and distinguish the relative
importance of each. Lastly, we examined how the relationships
between trust and its antecedents might vary based on the trust
referent (contact person vs. organization) and type of relationship
(horizontal vs. vertical).

We begin by reviewing identifiable antecedents and then
integrate the perspectives to provide a framework for organizing
the antecedents. We then review key findings, levels of analysis,
and type of relationship issues as they pertain to the environment.
We conclude with a discussion on the practical implications
of findings.

Antecedents of Trust
To understand how trust develops, researchers across disciplines
have proposed a variety of antecedents. For example, Seppänen
et al. (2007) identified past behaviors, similarity, information
sharing, reputation, values, commitment, continuity of
relationship, integrity, among others as important antecedents.
Agostini and Nosella (2017) identified partner attributes
(capabilities and cultural sensitivity), relationship attributes (fit,
proximity, and dependency), and environmental conditions
(technology and competition) as key predictors of trust within
the marketing literature. In their review, Zaheer and Harris
(2006) suggested that specific organizations’ actions and
behaviors (i.e., flexibility, feedback), risks and costs, relational
aspects interpersonal trust, and cultural factors (i.e., industry,
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TABLE 1 | Integrated framework of antecedents of trust.

Antecedents Definitions included Source of definition

Reputation • Capabilities Agostini and Nosella, 2017

• Competence, expertise Seppänen et al., 2007

• Technical competency Smith et al., 2013

Communication • Feedback, information exchange Zaheer and Harris, 2006

• Information sharing, level of communication Seppänen et al., 2007

• Openness, transparency Höppner, 2009

• Voice PytlikZillig et al., 2017

Service quality/satisfaction • Level of service Lohtia et al., 2009

• Mutual satisfaction Seppänen et al., 2007

• Satisfaction with policy outputs Grönlund and Setälä, 2012

Shared norms and values • National culture distance Christoffersen, 2013

• Cultural sensitivity, partner fit Agostini and Nosella, 2017

• Shared value similarity Cvetkovich and Winter, 2003

• National culture Zaheer and Harris, 2006

• Understanding of local culture Baral, 2012

Negative past behaviors • Negative experiences Zaheer and Harris, 2006; Agostini and Nosella,

2017

• Reduction of control Seppänen et al., 2007

• Power imbalance, conflict Delozier, 2018

Fairness • Distributive justice Luo, 2008

• Procedural fairness Hamm et al., 2013

• Reciprocity Lee and Dawes, 2005; Ren et al., 2010

• Equitable distribution of resources Baral, 2012

Cooperation/support • Cooperation, social relationships, Seppänen et al., 2007

• Contingency, adaptability, flexibility Zaheer and Harris, 2006

nationality) influence the development of trust. Christoffersen
(2013) proposed national culture distance and prior relationships
as predictors. Within the environmental domain, Smith et al.
(2013) described dispositional trust, shared values, and moral
and technical competency as possible predictors of trust.
Similarly, Winter et al. (2004) proposed that trust is derived from
perceptions of an agency’s competence, the risks and benefits of
its practices, and its values.

Although the aforementioned studies and reviews differ in
number and labels of factors that influence the development
of trust, there are similarities in the predictors identified.
For example, communication—labeled as feedback, information
exchange, information sharing, and level of communication—
is typically defined and measured as the extent to which both
parties in a relationship are able to freely and frequently share
information with one another. Similarly, although they vary
on the distinct aspects of culture and levels of granularity,
reviews of trust uniformly note the importance of cultural
factors. For example, Christoffersen (2013) suggested national
cultural distance, operationalized as dissimilarity of values,
beliefs, and practices, as an antecedent of trust. Natural resource
scholars working within the salient values similarity (SVS)
model take an opposite perspective, proposing that similarity
and similar values facilitate trust (Cvetkovich and Winter,
2003; Sponarski et al., 2014; Perry et al., 2017). Despite the
aforementioned variation, an examination of the empirical

studies on trust suggests a common theme across studies
examining cultural issues is the extent to which values are
shared across organizations, or between an individual and
an organization.

Empirical studies that had examined antecedent factors
of trust were investigated and the antecedent variables to
trust identified including the construct label, definition,
operationalization, and measure. We used a grounded theory
approach (Locke, 2002) to the data to capture and organize
the antecedent categories that have been empirically studied as
antecedents to trust. Based on this systematic examination of the
primary studies, an organizing framework was created through
an iterative, consensus based approach (Hill et al., 1997). This
approach led to the creation of a framework consisting of seven
antecedents (Table 1).

One category of antecedents is the reputation of the
organization (or the person representing it). Reputation concerns
the image that an individual has built up over time (Chen and
Tseng, 2005) or the aggregate level of quality and competence that
is ascribed to the partner group or organization (Swaminathan
and Moorman, 2009). Included in this category are global
perceptions of reputation (e.g., this organization has a good
reputation in the field; Anderson and Weitz, 1989; Schilke and
Cook, 2015) as well as specific perceptions of capability (Corsten
and Kumar, 2005), competence and expertise (Moorman et al.,
1993; Winter et al., 2004), or status (Lee and Dawes, 2005). One
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study that labeled the construct being studied as credibility was
discovered upon review to have operationalized it as a proxy for
the reputation of the organization and thus was placed in this
category (Katsikeas et al., 2009).

A second type of antecedent concerns the level of information
sharing, communication, and shared understanding that occurs
between the two focal organizations. As noted by Goodman
and Dion (2001), it is the formal and informal sharing of
honest and meaningful information between the parties. This
information sharing also include the relevance and timeliness of
information exchanged as well as the amount or frequency of
information exchange (Coote et al., 2003; Olsen and Sharp, 2013).
The majority of studies included in this meta-analysis measured
the extent to which trustors communicated with trustee (e.g.,
Anderson and Weitz, 1989) and exchanged information (e.g.,
Zhang et al., 2003). This category also includes quality of
information shared (e.g., Monczka et al., 2015), frequency of
communication (e.g., Perrone et al., 2003), and transparency
(e.g., Pirson and Malhotra, 2011).

The third category of antecedents revolves around issues of
satisfaction with the quality of service. The satisfaction can be
around the level of service (Lohtia et al., 2009) and performance
(Ryu et al., 2007), as well as an overall satisfaction with the
relationship at the present time (Nyaga et al., 2010; Garbade et al.,
2016) based on satisfaction with previous outcomes (Ganesan
and Hess, 1997; Olsen and Sharp, 2013; Wald et al., 2019).

A fourth antecedent category is the extent to which focal
organizations share similar values, norms, and culture. This
notion of relational compatibility includes whether the focal
organization shares a set of common beliefs about what behaviors
are important or unimportant (Morgan and Hunt, 1994), have
compatible relationship norms and expectations (Aulakh et al.,
1996), are culturally compatible (Sarkar et al., 2001), and have
high levels of goal congruence (Jap and Anderson, 2003). This
category of antecedent also includes the extent to which a natural
resource agency is perceived to have the same values, goals,
and perspectives as citizens and stakeholders (Cvetkovich and
Winter, 2003; Needham and Vaske, 2008).

A fifth type of antecedent concerns issues of negative
behaviors and interactions (Lachapelle and McCool, 2012). This
includes coercion and opportunistic behaviors. Opportunism is
defined as self-interest seeking behavior or taking advantage
of partner group or organization (Bianchi and Saleh, 2011).
Barnes et al. (2010) note that opportunism can include deliberate
misrepresentation, evasion of obligations, or limited efforts or
actions expected of with a partner.

A sixth set of antecedents describes issues of fairness and
reciprocity. Studies have examined types of justice such as
procedural and distributive fairness (Jambulingam et al., 2009;
Lijeblad et al., 2009; Hemmert et al., 2016; Schroeder and
Fulton, 2017) as predictors of trust. Distributive fairness refers
to perceived fairness in actual outcomes of decisions, such as the
allocation of access to resources, harvest regulations, or allocation
of grant money. Procedural fairness involves stakeholders’
subjective evaluations of how decisions are crafted and outcomes
are determined. For example, one measure targeted the extent
to which decision makers conducted a fair and equal decision

process (Hamm et al., 2013). Other studies have focused on an
overall measure of fairness such as the extent to which a trustee
treats other parties equally (Kwon, 2008; Höppner, 2009)

The final category involves issues of cooperation and support
or what has been termed relationship building behaviors
(Seppänen et al., 2007). Measures used center on issues
of cooperation and support and include specific cooperative
behaviors such as collaborative planning (Cai et al., 2010) and
more general behaviors of coordinating efforts (Jap, 1999; Nyaga
et al., 2010). Measures in this category of antecedents include
the ability to reach compromise and avoid conflict (Zhang et al.,
2003, 2011; Sharma et al., 2015). This category also includes the
issue of flexibility or the willingness to customize or adapt one’s
service to better meet partner needs. This notion of adaptability
includes observing and respecting informal obligations of the
relationship and modifying the terms for continued value
creation (Young-Ybarra and Wiersema, 1999).

With these categories, we placed studies on the antecedents of
trust in an organized and systematic framework to investigate the
effects of each antecedent and trust perceptions. In this way, we
can determine the best evidence findings relevant to the existing
literature on understanding factors relevant to trust.

Multilevel Perspective
Scholars argue that trust referents can exist across different
levels of analysis (Zaheer et al., 1998; Parkins and Mitchell,
2005; Fulmer and Gelfand, 2012). For example, an interpersonal
referent refers to a specific other, such as a contact person in
the partner group or organization. An organizational referent
refers to trust in an entity, such as a partner organization (Zaheer
et al., 1998; Fang et al., 2008; Fulmer and Gelfand, 2012). It
is important to note that although the target of trust exists at
different levels (interpersonal and organizational referent) in the
research literature, trust is typically measured as an individual’s
perception of that referent level.

Although empirical studies have investigated both trust in
the organization and trust in a person within that organization
(i.e., Perrone et al., 2003; Fang et al., 2008; Parkins, 2010; Sharp
and Curtis, 2014), there have been no attempts to quantitatively
measure how the target of trust one is responding to may
differentially influence the magnitude of the relationship found
between trust and its antecedents (Rousseau et al., 1998).
This is particularly important as there is research evidence
that relationships between trust and its predictors could vary
depending on the referent taken (Zaheer et al., 1998; Fulmer and
Gelfand, 2012). For example, Lee and Dawes (2005) discovered
that engaging in reciprocity was positively related to trusting
an organizational referent but unrelated with interpersonal
referents. Other research, however, found that the magnitude of
the relationship between both interpersonal and organizational
targets of trust and information sharing was similar (Ashnai et al.,
2016).

Given the various patterns of relationships between trust
and its predictors across referent levels, we explore the level
of relationship as a potential moderator. More specifically,
we investigate the extent to which the trust referent (i.e.,
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interpersonal target and organizational target) alters the
relationship between trust and its antecedents.

Relationship Type
Trust occurs across a variety of relationships. Relational
contracting, outsourcing, strategic alliances, citizen participation
in decision-making, and stakeholder networks have all grown
in frequency and extent of occurrence in recent years. A need
to foster trust and collaboration has grown commensurately
as these myriad organizational relationships common to
environmental management evolve (McEvily et al., 2003; Henry
and Dietz, 2011). Research has broadly categorized these varied
relationships into vertical and horizontal relationships. Vertical
relationships involve greater dependence of the trustor on the
trustee. For example, suppliers may be more dependent upon
manufacturers. Similarly, stakeholders, such as area residents or
hunters (the majority of whom do not create or join coalitions
for self-representation) are subject to the policies and regulations
enacted by natural resource management agencies (Needham
and Vaske, 2008; Höppner, 2009). Horizontal relationships
are typified by reciprocal interdependence between the trustor
and trustee. Strategic alliances between organizations represent
such relationships (Borys and Jemison, 1989; Rindfleisch, 2000;
Seppänen et al., 2007; Baral, 2012).

The type of relationship in which trust exists may influence the
interaction patterns and nature of the relationships (Borys and
Jemison, 1989; Rindfleisch, 2000; Zhong et al., 2017). Empirically,
findings provide preliminary support for these differences. For
example, Lioukas and Reuer (2015) found that idiosyncratic
investments (investing in assets that are useful only for a specific
context or application) were not significantly related to trust
among alliances (horizontal relationship). Alternately, Lui and
Wong (2009) reported a negative relationship between buyers’
trust in suppliers (vertical relationship) and their perception of
suppliers’ opportunism (i.e., contractual and norm violations).
Therefore, we explore relationship type (horizontal or vertical
relationships) as a potential moderator in the relationship
between trust and its antecedents.

METHODS

Literature Search
We conducted an extensive search for primary empirical
studies reporting a correlation between antecedents and
consequences of trust. To identify relevant studies, we
first searched computerized databases including PsycINFO,
ProQuest, and Google Scholar using several keywords
(e.g., interorganizational trust, inter-organizational trust,
stakeholder trust, organizational trust, interorganizational
distrust, organizational distrust, organizational trustworthiness,
interpersonal trust, and relational governance). We also
examined the reference lists of existing reviews on trust to ensure
we did not miss any empirical papers (Zaheer and Harris, 2006;
Seppänen et al., 2007; Agostini and Nosella, 2017) and other
meta-analytic studies (Christoffersen, 2013; Vanneste et al., 2014;
Zhong et al., 2017). Finally, we searched conference proceedings
and presentations for additional working and unpublished

papers. This search ran from 2016 to 2018. To ensure that we
had sufficient representation from the natural resource literature,
in 2019 we conducted a second database search using relevant
keywords (e.g., “natural resources” and “wildlife agency” with
“trust”), and searched top journals (e.g., Society and Natural
Resources) using the keyword “trust.”

We used several criteria to select articles to be included
in the final sample. First, each study had to contain enough
information to compute a correlation coefficient, such as
correlation coefficients, sample sizes, Cohen’s d, univariate Fs,
or t-values relevant to antecedents and consequences of trust.
Studies that only reported these types of relationships with
path coefficients or unstandardized beta weights were excluded.
Second, the relationships with trust that were measured had to
be between two different organizations or two organizational
agents. Customers trusting organizations, for example, were
excluded from analyses. We also excluded studies that solely
examined intra-organizational trust (e.g., employees trusting
their managers or co-workers). When multiple interdependent
effect sizes were reported in the same sample, we created a
linear composite correlation to avoid violating the independence
assumption (Hunter and Schmidt, 2004; Geyskens et al., 2009) to
account for these relationships. In total, we identified 147 (135
management and marketing and 12 natural resources) studies
with 172 independent samples.

Coding
For coding of effect sizes, we prepared a form that specified the
information to be extracted from the article (i.e., sample size,
effect size, reliability). We also included additional background
information (i.e., demographics of sample, measures used) and
a space to record questions or concerns with the article. The
authors and a doctoral candidate (i.e., the research team)
coded 20 articles independently with 75% overlap to assess
interrater agreement (IRA). For the straightforward indices
(e.g., sample size, effect sizes), the overall agreement was 100%.
When it came to labeling the antecedent category and the
moderator relationships (i.e., type of relationship), some minor
disagreement arose, which were resolved through discussion
and consensus decision making. After checking for this initial
agreement in coding sheets, at least two individuals coded
each article and the research team met biweekly to discuss
any challenges or discrepancies within the coding to ensure
consistency across coders.

Antecedent Categories
Studies that met the inclusion criteria were examined and
antecedent variables to trust identified. The research team came
to consensus on what category to place each antecedent based
on the framework provided in Table 1. The research team
continually reviewed the categories and placement of variables to
ensure that there was consistency in coding.

Trust
There is a noted proliferation of measures of trust, and constructs
proposed to comprise it (McEvily and Tortoriello, 2011; Boschetti
et al., 2016). While trust is conceptualized as willingness to be
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vulnerable to others, few empirical studies have directlymeasured
felt vulnerability. Most of the studies in our sample combined
individual items into a trust scale. Therefore, we coded trust
as a unidimensional construct—which is consistent with most
measures of trust in the primary studies. We were inclusive in
representing trust as it has been operationalized in the literature.
The majority of studies measured a general “trust” construct,
although many studies utilized different theoretical definitions
of trust, including agency trust, inter-organizational trust, social
trust, institutional trust, and interpersonal trust.

There were a number of studies in the sample that measured
trust as consisting of subcomponents. For example, 19 studies
used a measure that conceptualized trust as consisting of
predictability, consistency, and faith (Zaheer et al., 1998), 11
studies used a measure with the subcomponents reliability,
confidence and integrity (Morgan and Hunt, 1994), 19 studies
used a measure with the subcomponents credibility and
benevolence (Doney and Cannon, 1997; Ganesan and Hess,
1997), and 8 studies used a measure with the subcomponents
honesty and benevolence (Kumar et al., 1995). Researchers
who used these measures combined the scores across the
subcomponents to form an overall measure of trust, which is
what we coded. For the studies that only reported correlations
of antecedents with subcomponents of trust, we aggregated
the effect sizes into a single score that represented the mean
correlation between trust and its antecedent. In our sample, a
majority of the studies (103 or 70%) used an established measure
of trust (Morgan and Hunt, 1994; such as Mayer et al., 1995)
or adapted the trust measure from an established measure. The
other 30% of papers developed their ownmeasure of overall trust.
We also coded, when provided, reliability information on each
trust measure.

Meta-Analytic Procedures
Following the strategy specified by Arthur et al. (2001) and
Hunter and Schmidt (2004), we first calculated a sample-
weighted mean correlation (r) for each focal relationship. We
then estimated the proportion of variance among the effect sizes
that was due to sampling error associated with sample sizes
(Hunter and Schmidt, 2004). We corrected for unreliability in
the antecedent and trust measures using information from the
empirical studies (internal consistency alphas; Hall and Brannick,
2002) to derive the corrected estimate of the correlation
coefficient (ρ; Hunter and Schmidt, 2004). For studies that did
not include an internal consistency measure, we used an artifact
distribution. The standard deviation of the corrected estimate
was calculated to determine the 95% credibility interval (CV).
The CV, built around the corrected coefficient estimate, serves
as one method for determining the presence of between-study
moderators (Arthur et al., 2001).

Relative Weights Analysis
We conducted a relative importance analysis to evaluate the
unique contribution of each predictor in the total variance
accounted for in trust (Tonidandel and LeBreton, 2011). We
first created a matrix containing all intercorrelations between
predictors and trust found in the studies in our meta-analytic

review. Consistent with best practice, we used meta-analytic
correlations found in other research (Cohen-Charash and
Spector, 2001) as the data points in the correlation matrix for the
relationships with few primary studies. We then ran the analysis
on this matrix using RWA-Web (Tonidandel and LeBreton,
2015). The initial analysis resulted in an R2

> 1; accordingly, we
computed the variance inflation factor (VIF) for each predictor.
Fairness yielded the largest VIF (4.38), and values in this range
indicate likely multicollinearity issues (Hair et al., 2013, p. 200).
We therefore reran the analysis excluding fairness as a predictor.
The output for this analysis includes raw relative beta weights
and rescaled relative weights that equal the percentage of variance
in trust (out of 100%) accounted for by each of the six included
antecedent variables.

Moderator Analysis
To detect the possibility of moderating effects, we used the
75% rule proposed by Hunter and Schmidt (2004) and the
credibility interval. Simulation research suggests that these
methods result in a low Type I error rate when at least 60
samples are included in the meta-analysis, and that they have
greater statistical power than other guidelines for detecting
moderation (Sagie and Koslowsky, 1993). The 75% rule suggests
that when variance from sampling and measurement error
accounts for <75% of the observed variance, there is a potential
for a moderator to be in effect. That is, if at least 25%
of the variance in a relationship is left unexplained after
accounting for sampling error, this “leftover” may signal that
there are moderators. The credibility interval illustrates the
degree to which a relationship is consistent across studies,
and therefore generalizes across contexts. A wide interval that
includes zero indicates the presence of moderators. We also
conducted Z-tests to determine differences between subgroups
for our moderators.

RESULTS

Meta-analytic estimates, sample sizes, 95% credibility
intervals, and 95% confidence intervals for the antecedents
of trust are reported in Table 2. Of the seven antecedents
identified in the table, reputation (ρ = 0.66), cooperation
and support (ρ = 0.59), shared norms and values (ρ
= 0.58), and communication were strong correlates (ρ
= 0.57). Service quality and satisfaction (ρ = 0.45) and
negative past behaviors (ρ = −0.43) were moderately strong
correlates, and fairness was also correlated with trust (ρ
= 0.27).

The intercorrelation matrix calculated for the relative weights
analysis based on the complete sample of studies is shown in
Table 3, and results of the analysis are in Table 4.

The set of six antecedents (without fairness) explained ∼49%
of the variance in trust. The rescaled relative weights indicated
that reputation (24%) and cooperation/Support (23%) accounted
for most of the explained variance in trust, followed in effect by
communication (18%), shared values (15%), and negative past
behavior (14%), with service quality/satisfaction accounting for
the least amount of explained variance (6%).
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TABLE 2 | Meta-analytic antecedents of trust.

Antecedents N k r ρ 95% CV 95% CI

Lower Upper Lower Upper

Reputation 12,084 35 0.55 0.66 0.40 0.92 0.29 0.82

Communication 16,727 72 0.49 0.57 0.32 0.82 0.24 0.74

Service Quality/Satisfaction 46,301 48 0.39 0.45 0.18 0.72 0.12 0.67

Shared Norms and Values 12,809 58 0.50 0.58 0.33 0.83 0.25 0.74

Negative Past Behaviors 8,784 39 −0.36 −0.43 −0.67 −0.19 −0.60 −0.12

Fairness 41,619 25 0.23 0.27 0.00 0.54 −0.04 0.50

Cooperation/Support 38,607 66 0.52 0.59 0.33 0.86 0.25 0.79

N, total sample size; k, number of articles; r, mean sample-weighted correlation; ρ, estimate of corrected correlation; 95% CV, 95% credibility interval around the corrected correlation;

95% CI, 95% confidence interval around the mean sample-weighted correlation.

TABLE 3 | Intercorrelation matrix for antecedents and trust.

Reputation Communication Service quality

/satisfaction

Shared norms

and values

Negative past

behaviors

Fairness Cooperation/

support

Trust

Reputation – 2,608 (10) 1,806 (8) 3,239 (8) 882 (4) 1,330 (4) 930 (2) 12,084 (35)

Communication 0.43 – 2,759 (14) 3,040 (12) 2,016 (10) 708 (6) 4,021 (19) 16,727 (72)

Service

quality/satisfaction

0.64 0.46 – 1,353 (5) 701 (5) 2338 (6) 3,029 (11) 46,301 (48)

Shared norms and

values

0.57 0.49 0.57 – 1,813 (8) 1,546 (6) 1,807 (9) 12,809 (58)

Negative past

behaviors

−0.40 −0.24 −0.47 −0.25 – 584 (2) 1,338 (8) 8,784 (39)

Fairness 0.67 0.52 0.44 0.56 −0.48 – 877 (3) 41,619 (25)

Cooperation/support 0.48 0.52 0.59 0.61 −0.10 0.66 – 38,607 (66)

Trust 0.55 0.49 0.39 0.50 −0.36 0.23 0.52 –

Correlations are reported below the diagonal. The total sample size for each correlation is reported above the diagonal, along with the number of studies in parentheses. The correlations

between Communication and Quality/Satisfaction and Fairness come from meta-analyses by Cohen-Charash and Spector (2001). Values are sample-weighted.

TABLE 4 | Raw and rescaled relative weights.

Variable Raw relative

weights

Rescaled relative weights

(%)

Reputation 0.12 24.07

Communication 0.09 18.06

Service quality/satisfaction 0.03 5.90

Shared norms and values 0.07 15.27

Negative past behaviors 0.07 13.68

Cooperation/support 0.11 23.02

Raw relative weights approximately add to R2. Rescaled relative weights equal the

percentage of explained variance in trust accounted for by the given predictor.

Detectable relationships of proposed moderators, of the
referent of trust and the type of relationship (i.e., vertical or
horizontal) are displayed in Tables 5, 6, respectively. For the trust
referent, the relationship between fairness and trust is stronger
for individual referents (ρ = 0.23) than for organizational
referents (ρ = 0.56, z= 3.67, p< 0.01). Similarly, the relationship
between fairness and trust also varied based on the type of

relationship. Fairness and trust are more strongly related in
vertical relationships (ρ = 0.58), than horizontal relationships (ρ
= 0.37, z = 2.20, p < 0.05).

DISCUSSION

There is growing evidence that trust is crucial for effective,
efficient management of natural resources (Cvetkovich and
Winter, 2003; Henry and Dietz, 2011; Stern and Baird, 2015).
A better understanding of the antecedent factors of trust—
factors affecting how trust is generated and sustained—in natural
resource organizations or agencies will enable organizations to
better serve the public good. The purpose of our study was
to conduct a comprehensive meta-analysis of trust using an
integrated framework of antecedents studied across disciplines
with the dual objectives of clarifying theory and gaining insights
useful to natural resource managers. In addition, we investigated
two moderators that have yet to be studied systematically:
the type of relationship (i.e., vertical vs. horizontal), and the
trust referent (i.e., interpersonal vs. organizational). Our meta-
analysis presents quantitative evidence to clarify some issues in
the literature. Of seven antecedents proposed in our integrated
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TABLE 5 | Moderator analysis of referents of trust and meta-analytic antecedents.

Outcomes N k r ρ 95% CV 95% CI z

Lower Upper Lower Upper

Reputation

Individual referent 1,166 6 0.51 0.61 0.37 0.85 0.26 0.75 1.51

Organizational referent 4,848 25 0.43 0.52 0.28 0.76 0.19 0.67

Communication

Individual referent 1,278 7 0.40 0.46 0.22 0.69 0.16 0.64 0.65

Organizational referent 12,616 62 0.44 0.51 0.27 0.76 0.20 0.68

Service quality/satisfaction

Individual referent 1,337 7 0.53 0.59 0.34 0.84 0.28 0.78 0.15

Organizational referent 6,950 37 0.53 0.61 0.36 0.86 0.28 0.78

Shared norms and values

Individual referent 2,332 13 0.36 0.41 0.18 0.65 0.13 0.60 0.50

Organizational referent 6,854 42 0.39 0.46 0.23 0.69 0.16 0.62

Negative past behaviors

Individual referent 1,779 8 −0.33 −0.40 −0.64 −0.16 −0.57 −0.09 0.57

Organizational referent 5,706 29 −0.38 −0.44 −0.68 −0.21 −0.61 −0.14

Fairness

Individual referent 718 5 0.20 0.23 0.01 0.44 −0.01 0.41 3.67**

Organizational referent 2,653 16 0.46 0.56 0.33 0.79 0.23 0.70

Cooperation/support

Individual referent 1,243 7 0.43 0.53 0.30 0.76 0.20 0.66 0.17

Organizational referent 10,708 54 0.44 0.51 0.27 0.76 0.20 0.68

N, total sample size; k, number of articles; r, mean sample-weighted correlation; ρ, estimate of corrected correlation; 95% CV, 95% credibility interval around the corrected correlation;

95% CI, 95% confidence interval around the mean sample-weighted correlation; Z, significance test of the difference between the population correlations; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.

framework, all were meaningfully related to trust. High quality
services, fair and just behaviors, a strong reputation, high
levels of communication, cooperation/support, along with shared
norms and values, and whether or not negative behaviors by
organization have occurred in the past were attributes with
influences on levels of trust in organizations.

We can now make stronger conclusions relevant to factors
where mixed results have been reported across primary studies.
For example, as noted in the introduction, some primary studies
found no relationship of reputation and trust (Nielsen, 2007)
while others did detect an effect (Chu and Fang, 2006) with
some variation in the size of effect found (Lui et al., 2006).
Across the studies from our meta-analysis, we now have a firm
point estimate of an effect—and where the 95% confidence
interval does not include zero. This leads to the conclusion that
reputation is an important factor relevant to trust.

In addition, the results of the meta-analysis indicate
that all six of the antecedents included in the relative
weights analysis account for unique variance in trust. Due
to multicollinearity concerns, fairness was excluded from this
analysis. This complication is consistent with research that
has evaluated fairness as an outcome of the other antecedents
of trust (e.g., communication, Kernan and Hanges, 2002,
and reputation, Wagner et al., 2011). Our results suggest
the most important factors impacting trust are reputation
and cooperation/support. Communication, shared values, and

negative behaviors accounted for smaller amounts of variance,
and satisfaction with service quality/relationship accounted for
the least. Thus, the relative weights findings provide additional
information from the average correlational data generated from
the meta-analysis. For example, although quality service and
satisfaction with the relationship displayed a relationship with
trust as indicated by the mean sample-weighted correlation and
the estimate of corrected correlation, the relative weights show
that this factor actually accounted for less unique variance than
other factors.

Such distinctions between relative weights and meta-analytic
findings are expected as the six antecedent (predictor) factors are
intercorrelated to varying degrees [see Tonidandel and LeBreton
(2015) for a discussion of differences between regression
coefficients and relative weights]. One interpretation may be that
key antecedents such as reputation and cooperation/support are
important for determining quality service/satisfaction, thereby
leaving service quality to explain less unique variance in trust.
Reputation and expectations for performance by natural resource
managers have been identified previously in other contexts as
important for rational trust, which is usually predicated on
past observations and anticipated abilities to produce desired
outcomes (Stern and Baird, 2015).

In terms of moderators, the trust referent affected the
meta-analytic correlation between trust and fairness. When
the target for the measurement of trust was an organizational
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TABLE 6 | Moderator analysis of type of relationship and meta-analytic antecedents of trust.

Outcomes N k r ρ 95% CV 95% CI z

Lower Upper Lower Upper

Reputation

Horizontal 2,837 16 0.48 0.59 0.35 0.83 0.24 0.72 0.75

Vertical 3,177 15 41 0.50 0.26 0.75 0.17 0.65

Communication

Horizontal 9,232 43 0.47 0.54 0.29 0.79 0.22 0.72 0.83

Vertical 4,662 26 0.38 0.44 0.21 0.67 0.14 0.61

Service quality/satisfaction

Horizontal 6,729 32 0.55 0.62 0.37 0.88 0.30 0.80 0.77

Vertical 1,558 12 0.45 0.52 0.30 0.75 0.23 0.67

Shared norms and values

Horizontal 3,919 20 0.45 0.52 0.28 0.76 0.20 0.69 1.63

Vertical 5,396 35 0.34 0.39 0.17 0.62 0.12 0.56

Negative past behaviors

Horizontal 5,925 26 −0.37 −0.43 −0.68 −0.19 −0.61 −0.13 0.12

Vertical 1,560 11 −0.36 −0.45 −0.65 −0.24 −0.56 −0.15

Fairness

Horizontal 1,521 10 0.31 0.37 0.15 0.59 0.09 0.53 2.20*

Vertical 1,850 11 0.48 0.58 0.34 0.82 0.24 0.72

Cooperation/support

Horizontal 8,588 39 0.45 0.52 0.27 0.77 0.20 0.70 0.27

Vertical 3,363 22 0.41 0.49 0.26 0.71 0.19 0.63

N, total sample size; k, number of articles; r, mean sample-weighted correlation; ρ, estimate of corrected correlation; 95% CV, 95% credibility interval around the corrected correlation;

95% CI, 95% confidence interval around the mean sample-weighted correlation; Z, significance test of the difference between the population correlations; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.

referent, the relationship between trust and fairness was
stronger than when the target was a particular person in
the organization. This finding suggests that for a natural
resource agency to build trust with its partners, one needs
to consider how the agency as a whole can engage in
behaviors that are interpreted as high on justice; this includes
the way outcomes are distributed to stakeholder groups,
and how one follows previously communicated procedures.
Regarding the type of relationship, fairness was more strongly
related to trust for vertical relationships and less related in
horizontal partner/alliance relationships. Some natural resource
stakeholders are required to abide by agency regulations and
are therefore subject to the authority of the agency; our results
indicate that in such vertical relationships, the perception of an
agency’s fairness is even more strongly linked to trust than it is in
partnerships with equal power distributions.

Level of trust is frequently identified as important for
predicting key outcomes such as loyalty (Agostini and Nosella,
2017), sharing of knowledge (Zaheer and Harris, 2006), and
intentions to continue in the relationship/partnership (Seppänen
et al., 2007). Trust in the U.S. Forest Service as a management
agency was found to be correlated with attitudes toward
forest management actions such as prescribed fire or thinning
(Vaske et al., 2007). Similarly, stakeholder participation in
hunting to manage chronic wasting disease in Wisconsin was
partially predicated on level of trust in the state wildlife agency

(Vaske, 2010). Quantitative evidence from our meta-analysis
suggests implications for improving trust perceptions in turn
can lead to positive outcomes for the agency and their
stakeholders. In particular, our findings point to priorities as
to where efforts should be placed to build trust with citizen
groups or other entities. For example, demonstrating fair and
just behaviors via procedural justice, distributive justice, and
reciprocity may be a direct way to build trust (Leahy and
Anderson, 2008). Stakeholder and agency engagement that is
perceived to be procedurally fair requires efforts that go beyond
simple participation in decision-making (Lauber et al., 2012).
Typically, four elements of process and procedures contribute
to stakeholder determination about their fairness: opportunities
for participation, a neutral forum in which participation occurs,
trustworthy authorities, and benevolence by which stakeholders
were treated. Importantly, given that fairness exhibited the
greatest degree of interrelatedness with the other antecedents,
maintaining fair practices may be contingent upon, and likely
inform, levels of the other trust factors. Finally, enhancing
cooperative behaviors in a timely manner can help to facilitate
trust between two entities.

Alternatively, obtaining trust does not automatically
translate into greater participation by stakeholders in resource
management (Smith et al., 2013). Those researchers revealed
an inverse relationship between levels of trust and stakeholder
participation in natural resource management. Finally, as
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discussed earlier, reputation of an organization, such as a state
wildlife agency, influences levels of relational trust, which
in turn influence the ability of agencies to make sustained
decisions (Stern and Coleman, 2015). Organizations that focus
on showcasing expertise and competencies, while also being
values-driven and displaying integrity as an agency are more
likely to be viewed positively and develop rational trust by
their stakeholders.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
DIRECTIONS

As with any comprehensive attempt to aggregate data across
primary empirical studies, the current meta-analysis has
limitations but also point to needed research on trust in the
natural resource literature. The majority of studies included in
the meta-analysis did not use a measure that directly captured
the conceptual definition of trust of being vulnerable to others.
Instead many papers included an overall measure of trust and
confidence in others or measured trust in terms of various
components that some have argued are better described as factors
of perceived trustworthiness (Mayer et al., 2006). For the meta-
analysis, we followed the empirical research in how trust has been
measured in studies. Therefore, the results do not speak directly
to the issue of antecedents to perceptions of vulnerability. More
research is need to separate out vulnerability perceptions from
other trust measures.

The majority of studies included in the meta-analysis were
single source and cross-sectional in nature. Though there are
theoretical explanations in the primary studies for why certain
factors should be considered as antecedents of trust, in most
empirical studies antecedents and trust variables were measured
at the same time, often by the same person. Blume et al.
(2010) indicated in their meta-analysis on training transfer how
measures of the strength of relationship frequently are inflated
when data are obtained from the same source (self-report)
within the same measurement context (where the antecedents
and outcome measures are obtained at the same time). Future
research is needed that gather data from multiple sources and/or
conducted longitudinal studies that separated out by time the
antecedents from the measure of trust.

Similarly, without a longitudinal focus, it is unclear how the
antecedents to trust contribute to the overall development of
trust between entities over time. Schilke and Cook (2013) created
a process theory that depicts the developmental stages of trust.
Although they propose certain predictors at various stages (i.e.,
reputation and familiarity influences trust at the initiation stage;
interpersonal interactions and communication at the negotiation
stage; shared understanding at the operation stage), the current

empirical research on trust does not allow their model to be
tested. This situation clearly calls for longitudinal studies that

separate out when antecedents, trust, and trust outcomes are
measured to test theoretical models of trust development through
time. Moreover, given the issue with multicollinearity identified
with fairness we strongly recommend that future studies adopt
more fine-grained measures to capture fairness perceptions
(e.g., for procedural, Riley et al., 2018, or distributive fairness,
PytlikZillig et al., 2017), as opposed to generalized measures.
Additionally, more studies are needed that gather trust data from
multiple sources so as to better inform estimates of interrater
agreement. Then research could examine the strength of the
trust perceptions across individuals in an agency similar to
the research that has effectively examined the relationship of
within group variability in organizational climate perceptions on
outcomes such as customer satisfaction (Schneider et al., 2002).

Finally, we were unable to differentiate between different types
of trust (i.e., goodwill-based trust, calculative trust) as our focus
was on overall trust and that there were not enough information
in the primary studies to break down trust into component
parts for analysis. There is an opportunity for future research to
more clearly define the trust construct and use of well-validated
multidimensional scales with divergent validity to help examine
this issue more fully.
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